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1. OVERVIEW 

VISUAL TAG THEORY OF OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Omni-ID Visual Tags are part of the larger ProVIEW Visual eKanban Tagging system. The goal of the ProVIEW system is to 

replace paper instructions for manufacturing, industrial and transportation customers. Currently, there are two sizes of Visual 

Tags which operate at 433 MHz: the 3” View 3 and the 4” View 4. A larger View 10 product which operates on a standard 

WiFi network is also available but not covered in this guide (refer instead to the View 10 Starter Kit, part number CP10236). 

All of these tags, regardless of operating frequency, are supported by the Omni-ID ProVIEW Server suite of software products. 

View tags contain a 433MHz bidirectional radio, an embedded passive UHF RFID tag, memory for storing image “Pages”, and 

an electronic “ePaper” display.  All models include a single button and LED for additional input and signaling capability. 

View Tag

ePaper Display

433 MHz 
Wireless Radio

900 MHz UHF 
EPC Gen 2 

RFID Tag

Flash Memory for 

Page Storage

 

A View tag uses memory to store images that can be displayed on the “ePaper” display of the tag. Many images can be stored 

in a single tag at once in “Pages”. Commands to the tag are used to download images and to direct the tag to display a specific 

Page as well as to change its operating settings. 

View tags interface with one of the Omni-ID Link products via the bidirectional 433MHz radio protocol. The Link device in 

turn communicates with the Omni-ID ProVIEW Server API in order to send new images, update the currently displayed image, 

modify tag settings, or receive “Announces” from tags.   
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SLEEP & AWAKE 

Sleep Dwell is the duration of time that a View tag stays in an inactive state. No radios are powered and there is no ability to 

communicate with the tag until triggered or the sleep dwell times out. During sleep, the image currently displayed on the 

screen remains displayed. Sleep Dwells are generally measured in hours.  

Awake Dwell is the duration of time that a View tag stays in an active communications state on the 433 MHz radio system 

beyond the last valid radio interaction. In particular, while awake, a View tag can receive communications over 433HMz radio 

from a Link device. The awake state is entered after performing an Announce. While in the awake state, a View tag can receive 

commands, download new images, change the currently displayed image on the screen or update settings (such as Sleep or 

Awake Dwell). 

Awake Dwells are measured in milliseconds. A recommended Awake Dwell is between 500 and 4000 msec. 4000 msec is 

currently the longest allowable Awake Dwell. 

ANNOUNCES 

An Announce is a transmission from a View tag sent over the 433MHz radio that includes data from the tag. The receipt of 

this transmission always implies that the View tag will be in “receive” mode for its Awake Dwell immediately following. 

An Announce can be generated in one of three ways: when triggered by a UHF RFID write command operation to the tag’s 

embedded RFID chip, when its Sleep Dwell time has expired, or when the tag’s button is pressed. It is also possible that the 

System Server can cause the tag to send an Announce message through a specific command, but only if it is already 

performing radio communication. 

Announce data packets include information such as: 

 Announce reason (RFID trigger, sleep timeout, requested by system, button press) 

 Current Page index number displayed 

 Sleep and Awake Dwell times 

Upon receipt of an Announce, the Link device transmits the Announce data up to the ProVIEW Server and the higher level 

software decides if the announcing tag is in the proper state for the system. If the tag is already in the proper state, no action 

is needed. If the tag is not in the proper state, the System Software may issue commands to the View tag through the Link 

device. These commands must be sent within the Awake Dwell period set for that View tag (minus System Server processing 

time). Otherwise, the View tag will enter sleep mode and be unable to receive a 433MHz transmission from a Link device until 

it announces again. 

As mentioned above, while the tag is awake, the System Server can request an Announce from the tag containing a variety 

of information such as: 

 Current estimated battery level 

 Screen type 

 Firmware revision 

 Last received RSSI value 

 RFID trigger counter 

 Count of Pages held in memory 

 Maximum number of Pages that can be stored 

A requested Announce is generated and sent by the View tag just like any other Announce. In particular, it will be passed up 

through the Link Gateway to the System Server for processing. 
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BEACONS 

A beacon is another type of radio transmission which comes from a View tag. A Beacon is like an Announce in that it may 

contain information about the current state of the tag. However, unlike an Announce, the tag does not enter receive mode 

after the transmission of a Beacon. Beacons are disabled by default. They can be enabled by setting the Beacon Period to a 

non-zero value between 15 and 60 seconds.  

There are 2 varieties of Beacons: Beacons and Extended Beacons. Beacons do not contain any additional data, they simply 

report the presence of the tag to the system. Extended Beacons, if so configured, may also include other status information 

in the payload such as: 

 Temperature 

 Battery Level 

 Seconds until next Announce 

Extended Beacons are enabled by setting the Extended Beacon Interval to indicate how frequently a Beacon should be an 

Extended Beacon. For example, if the Interval is set to 10 then every tenth Beacon would be an Extended Beacon. If set to 1, 

every Beacon would be an Extended one. Setting the Interval to zero disables Extended Beacons. 

 

RFID TRIGGERING AND COMMUNICATION 

As mentioned in a previous section, View tags have a passive UHF EPC Gen2 RFID tag embedded inside them. In addition to 

providing a standard EPC which can be read by an industry standard UHF RFID reader, the device is interfaced to the main 

processor of the View tag. This enables communication with the tag to occur over the 900 MHz channel. A portion of the User 

Memory address space has been set aside as a communication buffer, allowing commands to be written and status to be 

read. Any command that can be sent over the 433 MHz communication channel can also be sent over this interface. While 

this would be inefficient for data intensive operations such as a full image download, it works very well for many other 

operations, such as writing variable data to a template. 

Requesting an Announce across this interface provides a method for the system to asynchronously initiate radio 

communication with a tag rather than waiting for the sleep timer to expire or for human interaction with the tag’s button. In 

an actual implementation, the tag could be "triggered" with an industry standard UHF handheld RFID reader (e.g. Motorola 

9190) or portal reader (e.g. Impinj Speedway). 

A typical use case and data flow might operate something like this: As assets labeled with View tags are transported through 

a portal, the tag’s image may be required to change from “Queued” to “Fully Processed.” Other more detailed information 

such as date and time, asset routing instructions or serial numbers may also be included in the image to be downloaded. 

As the tags are transported through the portal, the RFID reader scans for the tags’ EPC numbers (i.e. ID numbers) and passes 

these to the server along with the reader’s ID and location. The system identifies the View tags by their EPC and determines 

which ones require updated images. The reader then writes the command to the tag to initiate an Announce on the 433 MHz 

radio as described above. This announce is received by the nearest Link device which then reports it to the System Server. 

The System Server, upon receiving the announce, will generate a new image to be sent to the tag (possibly using the EPC 

number previously sent to the System Server by the reader to determine the tag’s location). This new image is sent to a Page 

location in the tag through the Link device. After a successful download, a second command is sent to the tag to direct it to 

actually display the Page containing the image just downloaded. 
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The other commands supported across this interface, Display Page and Delete Page, can be especially useful in applications 

which have a set of fixed images for each tag. In that use case, the tag’s pages could be loaded with the images when the tag 

is commissioned. Then during operations, the page being displayed could be changed using an RFID reader, resulting in better 

battery life. 

PAGES 

Images are stored in a View Tag in non-volatile memory locations called Pages. View Tags are capable of storing up to 16 

different pages at a time. Pages are numbered, beginning with 1, so that these image locations can be identified later – for 

example in commands used to cause the image at a specific Page to be displayed. Current resolutions for each tag type 

(measured in pixels, X by Y) are: 

 View 3 - 296 x 128 

 View 4 - 400 x 300 

Images are 1 bit per pixel. Each pixel is either black or white. 

Additionally, the tags support an internal Identification Page. This page will display the Unique Identifier (UID) of the tag in 

both human-readable and Code 128 bar code formats and also displays the EPC of the embedded RFID tag. This page can be 

displayed by pressing the button on the face of the tag 3 times within one second, or alternatively by sending a command 

requesting that this page be shown. (Note: this page is generated dynamically and does not consume one of the 16 user 

pages).  

TAG SETTINGS 

The following View tag settings are available to end users: 

Sleep dwell - Duration the tag sleeps before waking and announcing. 

Awake dwell -  Duration the tag waits in receive mode on the 433 MHz radio after the last successful 

transaction. 

Page -  A storage location implemented with flash memory in the View tag that can hold an image 

which may be displayed on the tag. Pages are numbered starting at 1.  

Beacon Period – Time in seconds between successive beacons; setting this to zero disables beaconing. 

Extended Beacon Interval – How often a beacon should be an extended beacon 

Extended Beacon Flags – Indicates what information (temperature, battery level, time until announce) 

should be included in the beacon’s payload. 

BATTERY TRADE-OFFS 

Battery life depends heavily on the way the tag is used and many factors can impact it. Announces, image changes, beacons 

and LED usage all consume varying amounts of power and therefore will impact the life of the battery. Similarly the operating 

temperature at which the tag is used will have a bearing on energy consumption. View tags have an expected battery life of 

3 years for View 3 and 5 years for the View 4 at typical usage settings. Careful consideration of a particular use case is 

important when estimating battery life.  

Although the View tags are sealed, the enclosed lithium batteries are replaceable by Omni-ID trained technicians. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 

View tags are not water-proof. The have an ingress protection rating of IP65, meaning that they are able to withstand being 

subjected to jets of water without any harmful effect on their function. 

View tags operate normally from 0C to 40C due to the screen technology used. At temperatures below 20C battery 

consumption due to image changes will be higher since the duration of the image change operation will increase due to the 

physics of the screen technology. The tags will continue to function with the exception of screen updates when in 

environments from -20C to 0C and from 40 to 50C.  

 

POWER TAG THEORY OF OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Like Omni-ID View Tags, Power Tags contain both a 433 MHz active radio as well as a 900 MHz UHF EPC Gen 2 passive RFID 

circuit. However, unlike the View tags the Power Tag’s 433 MHz radio communication is transmit only. The Power Tags will 

beacon in a periodic fashion to announce their presence. By default, they will beacon once during every three second interval, 

although this period can be changed.  

Omni-ID currently has two distinct families of Power Tags: the Power 400 which utilizes the same Omni-ID proprietary 

communication protocol as the View Tags, and the Power 415 which uses the industry standard IEEE 802.15.4f protocol. The 

ProVIEW Power Starter Kit contains Power 415 tags. 

The Power Tags communicate to the system through the Link Gateway or Link USB Adapter. 

BEACONS (BLINKS) 

By default, once every 3 seconds the tag will beacon – or “blink” in the parlance of the IEEE specification. The blink occurs at 

a random point in time within each 3 second period. At the beginning of each 3 second period the tag wakes, schedules when 

the blink will occur within the 3 second period and returns to sleep until that time. After blinking the tag sleeps again until 

the next 3 second period starts, when it schedules again. This continues indefinitely. 

Beacon periods, which default to 3 seconds, can be changed to any value, in units of 1 second, from 3 seconds to 60 seconds. 

Setting the transmit period to 0 seconds disables beaconing. 

By default, the Power 415 blink does not contain any payload. As IEEE 802.15.4 does not specify any payload format and 

because there exist many potentially desired customer payload formats, the tag implements a markup language which allows 

customers to specify any payload they desire, up to a maximum of 32 bytes in length. Content such as fixed strings, data from 

the EPC memory bank of the passive RFID tag, temperature, and battery voltage can all be included in the payload. The 

payload content is configured through the UHF RFID interface to the tag. Like the View Tags, the user can select how 

frequently a beacon/blink contains the payload data by setting the Payload Transmission Interval. 
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TAG SETTINGS 

Since there is no bi-directional 433 MHz communication with a Power tag, parameter setting is accomplished through the 

passive RFID channel. Writing commands to certain locations in user memory will cause them to be executed by the tag. The 

following settings are available to the user: 

Transmit Period – Time between successive blinks; setting this to zero disables beaconing 

Payload Transmission Interval – Like the Extended Beacon Interval of the View tags, this parameter 

specifies how frequently a blink should contain payload data  

Payload Data – Defines the contents of the payload using a simple type-length-value markup language  

 

BATTERY TRADE-OFFS 

The Power family of tags is designed to provide 5 years of shelf life (at 20C) followed by 5 years of active life in the field. This 

assumes that the beacon period is set to 0 during initial storage and set to 3 seconds during operation. Values other than 

these may have an effect on overall battery life. Larger transmit intervals extend battery life. Payload transmission reduces 

battery life. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

The Power tags are rugged and designed to operate in a wider range of temperatures than the View tags. They continue to 

function down to -40C. Additionally they are sealed shut and then overmolded with a UV resistant material allowing them 

to survive significant impacts without damage. They are rated at IP68. 

Due to the nature of the battery’s chemistry, less power is available in extremely cold conditions. To preserve battery life in 

these situations the tag will internally adjust the beacon period to a minimum value for the temperature as outlined in Table 

1 below. The beacon period value read back over RFID from the tag remains unchanged, but the beacon period is saturated 

as defined. 

Table 1 - Low Temperature Beacon Rate Minimums 

Temperature Minimum beacon period 

< -20C 6 seconds 

< -30C 12 seconds 

< -45C No transmission 
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PRODUCTS 

POWER SERIES TAGS 

 

The Omni-ID Power 415 operating at 433 MHz and 900 MHz is a rugged 

active tag capable of tremendous performance while tracking assets in 

harsh environments. Overmolded for maximum durability and 

providing flexible mounting options, the Power 415 includes enough 

battery capacity for at least 5 years of duty in most applications. Radio 

communications penetrate snow/moisture and provide exceptional 

distance. 

An intrinsically safe version (ATEX/IECEx certified) is also available for 

use in hazardous environments. 

 

 Size Weight 

 mm in g 

Power 415 120 x 36 x 30 4.7 x 1.4 x 1.2 92 

 

VIEW SERIES TAGS 

 

As part of Omni-ID’s ProVIEW System Solution, the View 3 and View 4 

tags provide an electronic, reusable option to replace paper labels in 

cyclic applications. Featuring electrophoretic displays, a rugged form 

factor and advanced RF tracking capabilities, these provide an ideal 

solution for durable, repetitive labeling in manufacturing and logistics 

applications. 

 

 

 

 Size Screen diagonal Weight 

 mm in mm in g 

View 3 146 x 50 x 14.1 5.77 x 1.97 x 0.56 74 2.9 99 

View 4 148 x 102 x 13.9 5.8 x 4.0 x 0.55 107 4.2 197 
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LINK PRODUCTS 

 

 

 

Omni-ID Link Gateway 

The Gateway is the distributed brain of the asset 

management system. It communicates with the Power 

400 and View Tags to enable the relay of key data points 

back to the central server. It also writes information and 

manages events for assets and operators in the process. 

Omni-ID Link IEEE Gateway 

The Link IEEE Gateway provides the same power and 

capabilities as the standard Gateway. However, rather 

than utilizing Omni-ID’s proprietary communication 

protocol, this model conforms to the industry standard 

IEEE 802.15.4f protocol used in the Power 415 tags. 

 

 

 

 

 

Omni-ID Link USB Adapter 

The Link Adapter is the little brother of the Link Gateway. It provides the 

simpler interfacing of USB for applications that do not require the 

networking and processing power included in the Gateway. The Link 

Adapter provides an easy way to get a small demonstration or portable 

system up and running. 
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2. STARTER KIT 

CONTENTS OF KIT 

There are two different versions of the Starter Kits, Power Starter Kits and View Starter Kits, which vary by the type of tag 

which is included and the protocol support on the USB Adapter. 

POWER STARTER KIT 

 

 

1) Omni-ID Power 415 Tags (2) 

2) LINK IEEE USB Adapter, 

Antenna & Cable 

3) ThingMagic RFID Reader & 

Cable 

4) USB Flash Drive of documents 

and software 

 

 

 

VIEW STARTER KIT  

 

1) Omni-ID View 3 & View 4 Tags 

2) LINK USB Adapter, Antenna & 

Cable 

3) ThingMagic RFID Reader & 

Cable 

4) USB Flash Drive of documents 

and software 

 

 

 

1 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

2 
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EQUIPMENT SETUP 

There are two pieces of equipment that will need to be setup in order to begin using the Starter Kit. 

Omni-ID Link USB Adapter -  The USB Adapter provides a communication link between the host system and the active tags. 

It includes a 433 MHz radio for talking to the tags and a USB interface for connection to the 

computer 

ThingMagic RFID Reader -  A ThingMagic USB+ RFID Reader has been included in the kit to enable you to read the EPC 

values from any of the tags as well as to trigger the View tags when needed. This also enables 

configuration of the Power tags. 

SETTING UP THE USB ADAPTER 

1) Connect the dipole antenna to the Link USB Adapter by 

inserting the antenna connector onto the SMA connector 

and turning clockwise until tight 

2) Connect the USB cable to the mini USB connector on 

the Adapter 

3) Connect the USB Cable to the computer 

Note: The driver for the FTDI USB device used in the Adapter is 
present on many Windows installations. If your system does not 
automatically recognize the Adapter when connected you will 
need to install this driver. The driver and installation guide can 
be found at: 

http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm 

 

SETTING UP THE RFID READER 

1) Connect the mini USB end of the ThingMagic cable to 
the Reader device 

2) Insert the BLACK USB connector on the cable to the 
host computer. If necessary plug the RED USB connector 
into the PC for additional power. 

Note: The USB Reader draws 570 mA max and most USB ports 
are specified to only supply 500 mA. Since most multi-port 
devices supply a pool of power for all USB devices it does not 
matter if one device draws a bit more power and only the main 
USB connector is required. However, some laptops do limit the 
current per USB port to 500 mA. If the reader is used with such 
a laptop then the second connection should be connected to a 
second USB port to supply the additional power. 

http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm
http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm
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SOFTWARE INSTALLATION 

There are two pieces of software that are provided as part of the Starter Kit: 

Omni-ID TagLab TagLab, as its name implies, is a tool that will allow you to quickly and easily begin interacting 

with the View and Power Tags. It allows you to easily communicate with the Tags through the 

USB Adapter in order to change the View Tag’s parameters. It will also enable setting Power 

Tag parameters using the RFID Reader. Additionally, it provides several different views that 

allow you to monitor various aspects of the communication (e.g. RSSI). This can be useful when 

performing RF testing of the tags in your own environment. 

Omni-ID Link API Lite This tool provides a .NET Services API which can be used to develop custom applications which 

communicate with Omni-ID View and Power tags. Included in this package is a simple demo 

application, including source code, which demonstrates the correct use of the API calls. A 

complete description as well as installation and use instructions can be found in the Omni-ID 

Link API Guide located in the Link API Lite folder of the flash drive. 

INSTALLING TAGLAB 

The installer for Omni-ID TagLab can be found in the TagLab folder on the flash drive. Double-click on the setup.exe file and 

follow the prompts to install the application. 

 

Instructions for using the various features of TagLab are provided in Chapter 3. 
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3. THE TAGLAB APPLICATION 

The TagLab Application enables quick and easy interaction with Omni-ID’s family of Power and View tags. This allows the user 

to explore the capabilities of the various products. Additionally, it provides a reference system that can be used for testing 

when debugging a custom implementation. This chapter provides information concerning the application divided into four 

main sections: 

TagLab Fundamentals -  describes how to connect the hardware peripherals to the application and 

provides a brief overview of the screen layout. 

Working with View Tags -  provides a quick start guide to performing some of the more common activities 

with View tags 

Working with Power Tags -  explains how to perform typical operations on Power tags 

TagLab Reference -  walks through all of the menus and screens available in the application 

TAGLAB FUNDAMENTALS 

CONNECTING HARDWARE PERIPHERALS 

The first step in using TagLab is to connect to a gateway, either the Link USB Adapter (included in this kit) or the Link Network 

Gateway. This will provide the communication path to the tags. 

CONNECTING TO A LINK USB ADAPTER 

On the upper left-hand side of the Tag Lab Desktop, click on “File | New USB Gateway”. 
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A new window will display allowing you to select the COM port to which the USB Adapter is connected. 

                 

Verify that the Link USB Adapter is connected to the USB Port on your computer and click on the “Refresh COM Ports List” to 

acquire new readers that have been added.  If you know the COM port to which the Adapter is connected select it in the COM 

Port dropdown list and click on the Ping button. Clicking on the Auto-Find Gateway button will search and automatically 

detect the Omni-ID USB Adapter connected.  When successfully acquired, a “Successful ping” message will display on the 

right-hand side of the window.  Additionally the Firmware version, UID of the Adapter, RF Channel and Tx Power are displayed 

as well.  Click OK to continue. The On Screen Summary View will be displayed (refer to Views section of the TagLab Reference). 

 

CONNECTING TO A LINK NETWORK GATEWAY 

Although not included with this kit, the TagLab application will also work with the Omni-ID Link Gateway. This device will 

connect to the computer over Ethernet rather than USB. As a result there are more steps required to attach it. 

The first step is to determine the Gateway’s IP address. This could be a static address that you have assigned or a dynamic 

one assigned by a DHCP server. Obtaining or setting this address requires connecting to the Gateway through its serial port 

(the DB-9 connector adjacent to the power connector). The simplest way is to use a terminal emulation program such as 

PuTTY (available for free download at http://sourceforge.net/projects/puttymanager). Configure the terminal to 

communicate at a baud rate of 115200 with 8 data bits, 1 stop bit and no parity.  

When you receive the login prompt, use customer as both the username and password. The Gateway will then display the 

network settings as the example below shows:  
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From this menu you can configure the IP address for the Gateway by choosing ‘C’ to configure and then ‘I’ for IP address. You 

may then choose DHCP (the factory default) or static if you wish to assign an address. Make note of the address and restart 

the Gateway if prompted. 

 

Return to the TagLab application and select ‘File | New Network Gateway’. The following screen will be shown: 

 

Enter the address of the Gateway in the “Gateway IP Addr” field. The Gateway IP Service Port will default to 80. Leave this 

value. When you press the Ping button, the application will check to see if there is a device on the network at that address 

and then ascertain whether or not the device is an Omni-ID Gateway. When successful, you will see a message like this: 
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Now that you’ve told TagLab the address of the Gateway, you need to configure the Gateway to send data to the PC on which 

TagLab is running. This is done by pressing the Auto-Config Gateway Addr button. When successful, the display should look 

like the following: 

 

Click OK and the On Screen Detailed View will be displayed (see the upcoming section on TagLab Views for a description). At 

the bottom of the screen you should see the address of your Gateway and its status. Both status lights should be green. 

 

If your Gateway is not connected, or is connected but receives no pings or tag reads, you need to ensure that there is no 

firewall preventing communication. To easily do this, go to the ‘Tools | Configure Network Gateway’ menu. You will be shown 

the address and port that the Gateway should be using (these were already set in the Gateway in the previous step) as well 

as more Gateway configuration information. Click on the Check Firewall button at the bottom of this window. If there is no 

issue with the firewall, the returned status will state that the firewall is open: 
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If there is a firewall in the way, you will be given the opportunity to open the firewall for the Service Endpoint Port: 

 

After opening the port, you will need to restart TagLab in order for the changes to take effect.  

Note: TagLab is only able to detect and open Windows Firewall. If a third-party firewall is installed on your 

system, please refer to its documentation for disabling or opening ports. 

CONNECTING AN RFID READER 

In addition to the USB Adapter or Gateway, you will need to connect the ThingMagic RFID Reader. This will enable you to 

read the EPC values from the tags, trigger an announce from the View tags, or read and set parameters in the Power tags. 

From the main screen, choose “File | New RFID Reader.” The following window will be displayed: 

 

Verify that the ThingMagic USB+ RFID Reader is connected to the USB Port on your computer and click on the “Refresh COM 

Ports List” to acquire new readers that have been added. Select “ThingMagic” in the “Reader Brand” dropdown. If you know 

the COM port to which the Reader is connected select it in the “Readers COM Port” list. Otherwise, clicking on the Auto-Find 
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RFID Reader button will search and automatically detect the Reader which is connected. Click OK and the selected RFID 

reader will now be used by TagLab for triggering View Tags and configuring Power Tags. 

THE TAGLAB DESKTOP 

The Omni-ID TagLab Software Desktop is divided in four sections:  

Drop Down Menus – These menus provide options for establishing communication with gateway devices as well as creating, 

deleting and configuring Views. The definitions of these functions are described in both the preceding 

and the following sections. Additionally the Tools menu includes a utility for converting an image file 

to a format suitable for downloading to a tag. 

View Window –  This is the section of the desktop where the various Views will be displayed. These are described in the 

TagLab View section of this chapter. When multiple Views are open they will be presented as tabs in 

this window. 

Command Center – This portion of the screen provides a simple way to send commands to the tags. Each type of tag (View 

and Power) has its own tab. The instructions for using these, as well as a definition of the available 

commands, are provided in the following sections. 

Status Bar –  Displays the status of the connections between the Gateway device and the computer. 

 

 

Status Bar Command Center 

View Window Drop Down Menus 
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WORKING WITH VIEW TAGS 

This section introduces working with View tags by describing how to perform two common operations involving these tags.  

OBTAINING STATUS & CONFIGURATION 

View tags have a large number of parameters and states that can be set. To help in tracking these, the tags support a 

command in which the various settings can be queried and thereby known to the system. This feature is presented to the 

user in the VIEW 433MHz Command Center (shown below). A full description of all features of this dialog is provided in the 

TagLab Reference section further in this chapter. 

The first step is to select the tag whose parameters you 

wish to discover. This is accomplished by typing in the 

UID in the Tag UID field, or selecting it from this list. The 

list of available UID’s will include every tag from which 

the application has received an announce since it was 

launched. The filter option allows only specific types of 

tags to be shown in the list.  

Note: If you don’t know the UID of your tag, you can 
display it on the tag’s screen by pressing the button on 
the tag three times in rapid succession. This will bring up 
the ID page which shows the UID and EPC of the tag. 
Pressing the button 3 times again will return to the 
previous page. 

If you entered the UID manually you will need to select 

the Sending Gateway to be used when communicating 

with the tag. If the application had already heard from 

the tag than you can leave this field set at Auto Select. 

As described in the theory of operation section, tags can 

be triggered either by pressing the button or by writing 

to them with an RFID reader. If you have attached a 

reader, select it in the RFID Reader dropdown list. If you 

plan on triggering the tag by pressing the button you 

can leave this field set to None.  

Making certain that the correct UID has been selected, 

press the Query Tag… button. If you previously selected 

an RFID reader, it will automatically trigger the tag for 

you. (Note: the ThingMagic reader has a limited write range and therefore should be placed in close proximity to the tag). If  

you will be manually triggering your tag, a dialog will appear indicating to do so. The application will then communicate with 

the tag, reading the parameters and displaying them in the info box in the middle of the dialog. The particular list of 

parameters which will be queried and displayed can be set by opening the Set Query Params dialog. Refer to the TagLab 

Reference section for a complete list and details on selecting these. 
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SENDING AN IMAGE 

One of the more common operations to be performed with a View tag is to send an image to its display screen. Doing so 

requires that the image be converted to the XML format which can be transmitted to the tag. The TagLab application provides 

a utility for doing this. Select Image to XML from the Tools menu and the following dialog will be displayed. 

 

Press the Load button and then navigate to any image file you wish to use (this can be in JPEG, Windows Bitmap, GIF, or PNG 

file formats). Select the image and press Open. Select the size of the tag you are using and any of the processing options 

available. The utility allows you to select from a number of imaging techniques for converting your selected image to the 

single-pixel monochrome format required for the tags, providing a real time view of the results. 

When you are done with your image selections, enter the tag’s page number to which you will be sending the image in the 

Page Number field. View tags can hold up to 16 images. When shipped from the factory Page 1 is loaded with the Omni-ID 

logo and all other pages are empty. Click the Save button and navigate to the desired output location for the XML file. When 

finished, press the OK button. Your image file is now ready to be sent to the tag. 

Placing an image on a tag requires three steps: 

1. Delete any image that is currently on that page 

2. Download the image to be stored in the page 

3. Command the tag to display the page that has just been downloaded 
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These actions will be accomplished by using the Send Tag Commands section on the lower part of the Command Center. 

As in the previous example, the first step in sending an image is to select the tag with which you will be working. Do so by 

choosing it in the Tag UID dropdown list and setting the Sending Gateway and RFID Reader as before. 

Next, you will need to form the commands to be sent to 

the tag. At the bottom of this dialog is a dropdown list 

of all of the commands which are available to be sent to 

a View tag. Select the DeleteImage command from this 

dropdown. Enter the page number which you chose 

when you created the image XML file in the Param 

Value field. Click Add Cmd to place this command in the 

command list.  

Now choose the MultiImage command in the 

dropdown. Click on the ellipses which appeared next to 

the Param Value box to launch a file browser. Navigate 

to and select the image XML file which you created for 

this exercise. Click Add Cmd to add this one to the 

command list. 

Finally, select the CurPageNum command, enter the 

page number in the parameter box, and click Add Cmd 

to place this third command in the list. 

One you have created the list of commands, begin 

executing them by clicking on the Send Cmds to TagUID 

button. As before, if you are not using an RFID reader to 

trigger the tag you will be prompted to manually trigger 

it by pressing the button. As each command is sent, the 

status will be displayed in the Cmd Status column of the 

command list. 

 

 

When the operation is complete, the screen will update to 

display the new image that has just been downloaded. 
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WORKING WITH POWER TAGS 

ENABLING BLINKS 

Power tags can be set to transmit a Blink once every 3 to 60 seconds. However, when shipped from the factory the 

transmissions have been disabled. Therefore, one of the first operations you will want to perform is to enable the Blinks. As 

was described in the earlier Theory of Operation 

section, configuration of the Power tags is accomplished 

through the RFID (UHF) communication channel using 

an RFID Reader. In the case of this Starter Kit that will be 

the ThingMagic reader.  

Ensure that the Reader has been connected as 

described in the previous chapter. Place a Power 415 tag 

near the Reader and press the Scan For Tags button on 

the RFID Command center. The Reader will scan for 

available RFID tags for approximately 30 seconds. If it 

has already acquired the tag you are working with you 

can abort the scan by pressing the Stop Scanning 

button.  

Note: this is a standard RFID tag scan and will show any 

RFID tags that are in the vicinity of the Reader regardless 

of whether or not they are Power or View tags. 

The last 16 digits of the EPC of a Power tag are the same 

as the UID used in the 433 MHz communication. This 

UID is printed on the label on the tag.  

 

Select your P415 from the list of tags in the Tag EPC drop 

down list. Press the Read Tag Params button and the 

application will query the current settings of the Power tag and display them in the data box in the middle of the command 

center as shown in the insert below. In particular you will note that the Transmit Period is set to 0 seconds; in other words, 

transmitting is turned off.  To enable it, you 

need to set the Transmit Period to a value 

between 3 and 60. The lower portion of the 

Command Center window is used for 

modifying the parameters of the tags. The drop 

down menu in the middle of this section allows 

you to select which parameter you wish to 

modify. For this exercise we will choose 

TransmitPeriod. Select this item from the list 

and then enter the number of seconds in the Param Value data box. In this example we will configure the tag to transmit a 
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Blink every 3 seconds. Press the Add Param button and the selected command will be added to the list. Multiple parameters 

can be added to this list and updated in a single operation.  

 

When the list of parameters is complete, in this case just the single TransmitPeriod command, press the Update Tag Params 

button. The application will now send this command to the tag using the RFID reader. When the operation is complete press 

the Read Tag Params button again to update the information in the data box. As you can see in the example shown, the 

Transmit Period has now been set to 3 seconds, meaning that this tag is now transmitting a Blink message over the 433 MHz 

communication channel once every 3 seconds. In the next section we will learn how to use the TagLab application to monitor 

these Blinks. 
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MONITORING TAGS 

Now that you have enabled Blink transmissions in a Power 415 tag, you will want to monitor these transmissions. To do so 

we will be making use of one of the many Views available in the TagLab application. For each Gateway attached to TagLab, 

you can open five different types of Views (see the TagLab Reference section of this chapter for a complete description of 

each View). By default, when you attached the USB Adapter, the Summary View was opened. This View displays a table with 

one line for each tag that has announced or beaconed since the session was started. The columns in the table display various 

data concerning the tag, such as TagUID, tag type, number of announces received and  average RSSI. These data are constantly 

updated as additional announces are received. Clicking on a heading will sort the table based on that particular column. 

 

The Announce Status column will display either Healthy, Weak, or Missing depending on how frequently the tag has been 

heard by the application. By default, these values are based on the expectation that the tag is set to blink every 3 seconds. 

The thresholds for these states can be changed in the View Options menu. 

Another View that can be useful when monitoring Power tags is the On Screen Detailed view. Rather than displaying one row 

for each tag, this view will display one row for each transmission that is received. To create this view, select New View from 

the View menu, select On Screen:Detailed, and then press Create. A view will then be shown which adds a new line every 

time the tag blinks. 
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CONFIGURING A PAYLOAD 

By default, the Blink from a Power tag contains no data beyond the ID of the transmitting tag. In many instances it is desirable 

to add a payload to the Blink or to some subset of the Blinks. For instance, the tag could be set up to transmit data from the 

EPC memory bank of the passive RFID tag, the ambient temperature or battery voltage. Additionally, to minimize on-air time 

and therefore prolong battery life, the tag can be set to only include this payload data periodically rather than in every Blink. 

For this example we will configure the tag to transmit the current temperature on every fifth transmission.  

As before, we will utilize the RFID 

Command center to configure the tag 

over the UHF communication channel. 

First, remove the Transmit Period 

command from the previous exercise by 

pressing the Remove Param button. 

Next, we will configure the tag to 

transmit the payload every fifth time. To 

do this, select the Payload Transmit 

Interval (PayloadXmitInt) from the 

command list and type 5 in the Param 

Value field. Press Add Param to add this 

to the command list. 

 

The next step is to define the contents of the payload. Begin by selecting the PayloadMarkupData command and then 

pressing the ellipsis that appears beneath it to launch the Create Payload Markup window. Select the Temperature checkbox 

and press OK. A dialog will be 

displayed asking if this markup should 

be used as the default for the 

application. Select Yes on this dialog.  

When returned to the Command 

Center, press Add Param to add this 

command to the list along with the 

transmit interval command. Now 

press the Update Tag Params button 

to communicate these changes to the 

Power tag.  
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Return to the On Screen Detailed View that was created in the previous section. The Payload data is included at the end of 

the Data field. As the screen shot below shows, every fifth Blink is now transmitting the temperature from the tag in the 

payload. 
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TAGLAB REFERENCE 

MENUS 

This section shows examples of each of the Drop Down Menus available as well as a description of each of the settings.  

FILE MENU 

New Network Gateway 

Gateway IP Addr .................. enter the IP address of the Gateway to 

be attached 

Gateway IP Svc Port ............. the port on which the Gateway will 

communicate. Leave this at 80 unless it 

was altered on the Gateway 

Ping ...................................... attempts to communicate with a 

gateway at the IP address entered above 

Auto-Config Gateway Addr .. sets the host address as the target 

address in the Gateway 

Get Gateway Config ............. reads configuration information from the 

Gateway and displays it in the status box 

(see example at left) 

New USB Gateway 

 

COM Port ......................... selects the port to which the Gateway is 

attached 

Refresh COM Ports List .... updates the list of available COM ports 

Filter List .......................... when checked, causes only ports with a USB 

Gateway attached to be included in the list 

Ping .................................. tests the device on the selected port to see if it is 

a USB Gateway 

Auto-Find Gateway .......... searches all available COM ports to find one 

with a Gateway attached 

Firmware Rev .................. firmware version reported by Gateway 

Gateway UID.................... Unique ID of the Gateway 

RF Channel ....................... channel on which the Gateway is communicating 

Tx Power .......................... the Gateway’s power level setting 
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Delete Gateway 

 

Gateway ............................... select the Gateway IP address or COM 

port of the device to be disconnected 

Delete .................................. disconnects the selected Gateway from 

the application. Any Views open with 

this gateway will be deleted. 

 

 

Open Host –  opens the server on the host. This is done automatically when connecting to a network Gateway therefore this 

control is seldom utilized. 

Close Host -  closes the server on the host. This is done automatically when deleting a network Gateway. 

 

New RFID Reader 

Reader’s Brand .................... allows selection of type of Reader to 

attach. Currently supported options are 

ThingMagic and Sirit 510/610 

Reader’s Connection ............ if the chosen Reader model supports 

multiple interfaces, select the desired one 

Reader’s COM Port .............. select the Reader’s port number 

AutoFind RFID Reader .......... searches all available COM ports to find 

one with a Reader attached 

Filter List .............................. when checked, causes only ports with a 

Reader attached to be included in the list 

Delete RFID Reader 

Reader’s COM Port .............. select the Reader COM port of the device 

to be disconnected 

Delete .................................. disconnects the selected RFID Reader 

from the application. 

 

 

Exit – closes the application 
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VIEW MENU 

New View 

Gateway ............................... select the Gateway IP address or COM 

port of the device whose data is to be 

displayed in the View 

View Type ............................ selects the type of View to be created: 

On Screen: Summary 

On Screen: Detailed 

Direct to File 

Picture Taker 

Batch Command 

 

View Options –  opens a dialog which allows setting a wide array of options for the currently open View. These options will 

vary depending on which View is open. Refer to the View section of this chapter for specific details. 

 

Delete View –  deletes the currently selected View 

 

View Log Messages – opens a log window for viewing all messages that have been recorded in the log 

 

Logging Options 

 

Reporting Priorities ....... for each specified component, 

specifies the level of issue that is to 

be included in the logs (Error, 

Warning, Normal, Detailed) 

Enable AutoClear .......... when checked, will cause the log to 

automatically clear entries after the 

specified number of records have 

been logged 

AutoClear Line Count .... specifies the number of records to 

store before clearing 

Log Directory ................ specifies location for log file 
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TOOLS MENU 

Image to XML 

 
Input Image File/Load .......... selects the image file to be converted to the XML format used by the tags. Files can be 

in JPG, BMP, GIF or PNG formats. 

ProVIEW Display ................... selects the target tag and therefore the image size of the output. Available selections 

are: 

View 4 – 400 x 300 pixels 

View 3L – 296 x 128 pixels (the current View 3 product) 

View 3 – 264 x 176 pixels (the first generation of the View 3 product) 

Preserve Aspect Ratio .......... controls whether or not to maintain the same scaling factor for both x and y 

coordinates. When unchecked, the image will be stretched to fill the entire area of the 

screen. 

Rotate to Fit ......................... automatically rotates the image to best match the dimensions of the tag 

Flip Image ............................. flips the image vertically 

Reverse Image ...................... inverts the image 

Brightness ............................ controls the brightness of the image when being converted to binary 

BiLevel .................................. selects the algorithm to be used when converting the image 

Output XML File ................... selects the location in which the output file will be stored 

Page Number ....................... selects the page location in the tag to which the file will be stored 
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Configure Application 

 

Enable PowerUser Features enables the selection of an additional 

View which can be used in a testing 

environment 

Logging Options ................... launches the Logging Options dialog 

already described in the View Menu 

Initial View ........................... selects which View will be opened by 

default upon connection of a new Gateway 

POWER415 Mode ................ enables connection to a GuardRFID Reader 

which supports the IEEE protocol used by 

the P415 tags 

 

Configure Network Gateway 

Gateway ............................... selects the Gateway to be configured 

ID/Firmware Rev .................. reports the Gateway’s serial number and 

firmware revision 

Gateway Addr ...................... IP address of Gateway 

Gateway Host Addr .............. the IP address of the host to which the 

Gateway is transmitting data 

Num Antennas ..................... reports the number of radio modules 

installed in the Gateway 

Radio Channel ...................... channel being used by radio modules 

Radio Retries Delay .............. sets the wait time before the Gateway 

retries a transmission 

Radio Retries ........................ sets the number of times the Gateway will 

retry a transmission before failing 

Power ................................... reports/sets the power level of the radio 

Transmitting Antenna .......... when two radio modules are installed, 

specifies which one will be used when 

transmitting 

Host Address for Gateways . if the computer has more than one usable 

network connection (e.g. wired and 

wireless), allows the selection of which one 

the Gateway should direct data to 

Check Firewall ...................... tests to see if the Windows firewall is open 

for communication to the Gateway 
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Configure USB Gateway  

 

Max Retries .......................... sets the number of times the Gateway will 

retry a transmission before failing 

Ack Timeout ......................... sets the amount of time the Gateway will 

wait for an ACK 

Max Send Operations .......... sets the number of simultaneous 

operations the Gateway will perform 

Max Frame Size .................... sets the maximum allowable frame size to 

use when splitting up larger transmissions 

(e.g. image downloads) 

 
RFID Command Options  

 

Max Retries .......................... sets the number of times the application 

will retry a command before failing 

Target EPC Scan Time .......... sets the amount of time the reader will 

scan for tags 

Read Operation Timeout ..... sets timeout for read operations 

Max Cmd Queue Size ........... number of commands that can be queued 

up at one time 

Gen 1.5 Trigger Write Timeout sets the amount of time the application 

will attempt to trigger a tag 

 

VIEW 433MHz Command Options  

Max Cmd Xmit Retries ......... sets the number of times a command sent 
to a View tag will be retried before failure 

Tag Awake Dwell .................. sets the tag Awake Dwell. Commands can 
be sent during this time without the need 
to re-trigger the tag 

Trigger Announce Timeout .. sets the time the application will wait for 
an announce after triggering a tag 

Status Timeout..................... sets amount of time application will wait 
for a tag response from a command 

Query Response Timeout .... sets the time the application will wait after 
requesting an announce for a query 

Xmit Queue Idle Timeout..... a transmission queue for a tag will be 
reclaimed after this period of time without 
a transmission request 
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AUDITING MENU 

The TagLab application supports the optional recording of all activity. This can be useful when using TagLab to test an 

installation or a track the commissioning of tags. 

Login –  allow entry of the name of the operator to be recorded in the auditing logs  

Logout –  stops the association of the logged-in user with the activity in the logs 

Auditing Options 

 

Master Audit Enable ....  when checked, enables auditing for the 

views selected in the next table 

Check to Enable Audit .. selects the Views for which auditing data 

will be recorded 

Audit Storage ............... selects the file format for the audit files 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audit Log Dir ................. selects the directory in which the audit 

logs are to be stored 

Start XML Element ........ defines the key value to be used in the 

XML file to delineate the audit data 
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HELP MENU 

About Omni-ID TagLab – displays the version number of the application well as recent release notes 
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VIEWS 

For each gateway that is connected to TagLab, there are six five different Views that can be displayed. Some of these are 

strictly for reporting data on the tags that are under test. Others facilitate different ways to interact with the tags. Any of 

these can be created by using the ‘View | New View’ menu option.  

Select the Gateway whose data you wish to use and then select the 

type of View. Descriptions of the different Views are included in the 

following sections. Click on Create to cause the View to be displayed. 

When you are finished using a particular View, you can dismiss it by 

selecting ‘View | Delete View’. 

Each View has a different set of options which can be set. The View 

Options dialog will present the choices based on which View is 

currently being displayed. 

 

ON SCREEN: SUMMARY 

This is the default View that is created when you first connect to a gateway. It displays a table with one line for each tag that 

has announced or beaconed since the session was started. The columns in the table display various data concerning the tag, 

such as TagUID, number of announces received or average RSSI. These data are constantly updated as additional announces 

are received. Clicking on a heading will sort the table based on that particular column. 

Note:  Positioning the cursor over the column headings for this view will cause a description of the data to be 

displayed. 

 

The Announce Status column reports a status of Healthy, Weak or Missing based on how frequently a Power Tag has 

beaconed. It assumes that the tags are set at the factory default beacon period of 3 seconds. Since View Tags do not beacon 

and only announce when triggered, this column has no meaning when working with the View products. 

The ‘View | View Options’ menu can be used to determine which values are displayed in the table. It also allows setting the 

factors used in calculating the averages and announce status.  An explanation of the options controls is presented on the next 

page. 
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Sort On Column .............. specifies on which column the data will be 
sorted for presentation 

No Sorting ....................... when selected, displays the tags in the 
order they are received without sorting 

Visible Columns .............. allows selection of which columns are to be 
displayed in the view 

Extended Announce Length specifies the threshold for considering 
an announce an extended announce 

Averaging Window Size .. for data which are displayed as a rolling 
average, specifies the number of 
announces to be included in the calculation 

Reset Count Alarm Threshold  specifies the number of tag resets 
which warrant raising an alarm 
notification 

Announce Interval Thresholds   for the Power Tag Announce Status 
column, these fields specify the values at 
which a tag should be considered Weak or 
Missing.  

 

 

 

 

This dialog allows the user to specify which tags are to be 

included in the display by specifying a list of UID’s. 

TagID’s Displayed ........... this text box can contain a list of Tag ID’s 
which will define what is shown in the 
View. This can be a list of complete ID’s or 
ID designations with wildcards. For 
instance, the example shown at the left 
will display all tags which begin with 
‘0D5101’ and end with the digit 7. 

Enable Logging................ when selected, causes logging of tag 
summary data to occur (as specified in the 
Logging Options menu) 

Clear Filter List ................ pressing this button clears the list of Tag 
ID’s. When the list is empty, all tags are 
displayed. 
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ON SCREEN: DETAILED 

The Detailed View is laid out similarly to the Summary View. However, instead of one line for each tag that has been received 

it includes one line for every communication that has been received from the tags. This is helpful when you are interested in 

observing the flow of communication rather than just a summary. 

 

Detailed View should only be used when testing a relatively small number of tags that are within range of the gateway, 

typically less than 50. Otherwise the amount of data can quickly overwhelm the computer and cause data to be lost. 

The details of the display can be controlled through the View Options menu. 

Sort On Column ............... specifies on which column the data will be 
sorted for presentation 

No Sorting ....................... when selected, displays the tags in the 
order they are received without sorting 

Asc / Desc ........................ selects whether sorted data shold be 
presented in ascending or descending 
order 

Visible Columns ............... allows selection of which columns are to be 
displayed in the view 

Keep Last Announce Visible  adjusts the display as announces are 
received such that the most recent 
announcement is visible on the screen 

Max Logged Entries ......... sets the size of the log that is captured 

Enable Logging ................ when selected allows logging of announces 
to occur (as configured in the Logging 
options dialog) 

TagID’s Displayed ............ as with the summary review, this list can 
be used to filter which tags are presented 
on the View window. As before, wildcards 
are acceptable in ID’s. 

Clear Filter List ................. pressing this button clears the list of Tag 
ID’s. When the list is empty, all tags are 
displayed. 
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DIRECT TO FILE 

This View captures the same data as the Detailed View but rather than displaying it on the screen it writes the data directly 

to a CSV file. This is especially useful when testing a large number of tags over a longer period of time. After creating this 

View, select View Options to display the options menu. 

Enable Direct Log Filing ............. enables logging 

Log File ...................................... specifies the name and location of the 
log file. Clicking on the ellipsis will 
launch a file browser window. 

Flush Log File ............................. clears the data currently captured 

 

 

 

The View will display a count of the number of 

records written to the file. To stop the data 

collection, simply uncheck the ‘Enable Direct Log 

Filing’ checkbox. 

 

PICTURE TAKER 

This View is designed to help demonstrate the ability of sending images to the tags. In essence, you establish a relationship 

between a folder on your hard drive and one or more View tags. After that, any image that is written into that folder will be 

converted to an xml file and sent to the associated tag(s). To get started, create the View and press the Setup Picture Folders 

button or the View Options command. The menu shown at the left will 

be displayed.  

Press the Add Folder button and choose a folder on your computer 

where you will place the images. Next select the folder and press the 

Add Tag button. Select the Tag UID of the tag you wish to associate with 

this folder from the list. The Filter option can be used to limit what types 

of tags are shown in the 

drop down list. Select 

the tag and press OK. 

Make certain that the 

RFID Reader you will be 

using is selected in that 

drop down. Press Apply 

and then Dismiss. 
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TagLab will now monitor the selected folder. When an image file is placed in the folder, TagLab will convert it and then add 

the commands to the Command Center necessary to send the image to the tag. The View will look like this: 

 

If you assign multiple tags to a picture folder, the images will be cycled through the tags in the order that they were chosen.  

With appropriate front end software and a digital camera, this View can be the perfect back end processing required for a 

demonstration suitable for tradeshows or other similar venues. 

BATCH COMMAND 

The Batch Command View allows you to send a sequence of commands to a number of tags. This is especially useful when 

needing to process multiple tags with the same information, for example placing a logo on a set of tags. The commands to be 

used are entered using the Command Builder in the same manner as when using the Command Center (see a full description 

of the commands in the next section). The commands themselves are the same with the addition of two new ones. These are 

not actually sent to the tags but rather control the flow of the execution of the commands in this view. 

Command Description Parameter(s) 

CmdDelay 
Pauses for the specified number of seconds before 
continuing to the next command in the list 

Delay (secs) 

CmdGoto 
Causes the command flow to jump to the specified 
command in the queue, allowing rudimentary looping 
control 

Command Index 

Using the Batch Command View can be divided into three steps: 

1. Create a list of commands to be executed 

2. Select the Tags to which the command should be sent 

3. Execute the commands for each tag 
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To build the list of commands, select them one at a time in the Cmd drop down list in the Command builder portion of the 

View. For each command, select any appropriate parameters and then press Add Cmd. The command will be added to the 

Batch Command Queue on the left of the View window. In the example below, three commands have been queued up:  

1. Delete the image stored on page 2 

2. Download an image to page 2 

3. Display the image stored on page 2. 

 

To select the tags which are to receive the commands, press the Edit Target Tags button. A dialog will open from which you 

can create a list of tags. When complete, press the Apply button and return to the View. Be certain that the RFID Reader is 

selected in the reader drop down list and then press Start. The commands will now be sent to each of the tags in the list. As 

they are processed, the command index of the currently active command will be shown next to the Tag UID. When all 

commands have been sent to all tags, press the End button. 
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COMMAND CENTER  

The Command Center portion of the TagLab desktop has two tabs: one for working with View Tags over the 433 MHz 

communication channel and one for using the RFID communication path for configuring both View and Power tags. 

VIEW TAG COMMAND CENTER 

The VIEW 433MHz Commands tab of the Command Center allows commands to be sent to individual VIEW tags. Commands 

can be sent one at a time or queued to be sent in succession with a single trigger of the tag. The Tag UID dropdown will 

present a list of every tag which has been read since the session started. You may choose a tag from this list or type in a UID. 

The filter drop down allows for selecting a subset of Tag UID’s to be shown in the list (for example only View tags). 

If you enter the UID manually you will 

need to select the Sending Gateway to 

be used when communicating with the 

tag. If the application had already heard 

from the tag than you can leave this field 

set at Auto Select. 

The next section of the window 

facilitates triggering the tag. Make 

certain that the RFID reader is selected 

and then press Trigger Tag UID … to 

trigger the View tag and cause it to 

announce. 

The Command Center also provides the 

ability to query a tag and read its current 

parameters. Select the Tag UID of the 

desired tag and then press the Query Tag 

button. The parameters will be 

communicated from the tag and shown 

in the data box in the middle of the 

Center. The list of particular parameters 

which are shown can be customized by 

using the Set Query Params… option. 

Finally, the Command Center allows for 

sending one or more commands over the 

433MHz channel to a tag. Commands are 

added to the queue by selecting them 

from the drop down list, typing any 

appropriate parameter in the Param 

Value text box, and then press the Add Cmd button. A command placed in the queue in error can be removed by pressing 

the Remove Cmd button. When the queue is complete, press the Send Cmds to TagUID … button. The application will trigger 

the tag to cause it to announce and then send the commands one at a time to the tag. 
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The available commands are defined in the table below. 

Command Description Parameter(s) 

AnnounceAttempts 
Sets the number of retry attempts the tag will 
make if it does not receive an ACK of an 
announce 

Number of attempts 

AnnounceRetryInterval Sets the number of seconds between retries Interval (secs) 

AwakeDwell 
Sets the time in seconds of how long the radio 
will be receiving operations after sending an 
announce 

Awake time (secs) 
(valid values 1 to 4) 

CurPageNum 
Causes the image stored in a particular page of 
the tag’s memory to be written to the display 

Page number 

DeleteImage Deletes an image from the tag’s memory Page number 

EndCurRcvAfterSendAck 

Causes the tag to end the current 
communication after successfully acknowledging 
the last command. This can be used at the end of 
a transaction to avoid having the tag continue to 
listen thereby conserving battery life 

none 

FirmwareDataErase 

Clears the buffer that is used to store the data 
for a firmware download operation. Should 
always be executed before attempting to update 
firmware on a tag 

none 

LEDControl 

Opens a dialog that allows several settings for 
the LED on the tag: 

 Blink on radio activity 

 Blink on button press (default) 

 Blink on RFID activity 

 Blink for 10 seconds 

 Blink until button press 

Parameter will be created 
from selections in the dialog 

MultiFirmware Downloads a new version of firmware to the tag Firmware XML file 

MultiImage 
Sends an image to be stored in a page location of 
the tag’s memory 

Image XML file 
(see Image Conversion) 

ReqForAnnounce Commands the tag to send an Announce none 

SaveToNVM 

Causes the currently set tag parameters to be 
written to non-volatile memory. This should be 
executed whenever timing parameters have 
been adjusted 

none 

SleepDwell 
Sets the time, in seconds, that a tag will sleep 
before waking and sending an announce 

Sleep time (secs) 
(recommended value is at 
least a few hours) 

TemplateData 
Opens a dialog for entering data to be written to 
the fields of a template 

Parameter will be created 
from selections in the dialog 

TemplateWrite 
Opens a dialog that allows you to define the 
fields for a template 

Parameter will be created 
from selections in the dialog 

TempSleepDwell 
This sets a Sleep Dwell for the tag in seconds that 
will last only for the specified number of 
announces from the tag 

Sleep time (seconds) 
Number of announces 

TextRender 
Allows you to define a text string as well as its 
coordinates, font size and the page in the tag’s 
memory on which to render it 

A dialog box will open and 
allow you to define the text. 
The parameter string will then 
be created for you. 

TxPower Sets the tag’s transmit power in dB Power setting (dB) 
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POWER TAG COMMAND CENTER 

Unlike the View tags, the Power tags are configured using the 900 MHz RFID communication rather over the 433 MHz radio. 

This requires the use of the ThingMagic RFID Reader rather than the Link USB Adapter. (Note: the Adapter is still used to 

monitor the tag’s periodic beacons, just not to configure its parameters). Since this communication will be through the RFID 

channel, the tags will need to be 

identified by their EPC value rather than 

the UID used in the radio transmissions.  

Note: The last 16 digits of the EPC of a 

Power tag are the same as the UID used 

in the 433 MHz communication. This UID 

is printed on the label on the tag.  

Ensure that the Reader has been 

connected as described in the previous 

chapter and is selected in the RFID 

Reader field. Place a Power 415 tag near 

the Reader and press the Scan For Tags 

button on the RFID Command center. 

The Reader will scan for available RFID 

tags for approximately 30 seconds. If it 

has already acquired the tag you are 

working with you can abort the scan by 

pressing the Stop Scanning button.  

Note: this is a standard RFID tag scan 

and will show any RFID tags that are in 

the vicinity of the Reader regardless of 

whether or not they are Power or View 

tags. 

To read the parameters from a particular 

tag, select the EPC in the Tag EPC field 

and then press the Read Tag Params 

button. TagLab then uses the Reader to 

query the tag and display the values in 

the upper half of the Command Center 

as shown in the image to the left. 

To change the value of a parameter in 

the tag, use the menus on the lower half of the Command Center. Begin by selecting the desired parameter in the drop drown 

menu. Enter the appropriate parameter value in the Param Value field and then press the Add Param button. This will be 

added to the Tag Param Update list. In the example below, a command to set the Beacon Period to 6 seconds from the factory 

default of 3 has been added to the list but not yet sent to the tag. 
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When all desired parameter changes have been added to the list, press the Update Tag Params button to begin the process 

of writing these values to the tag. The Update Status field will change to indicate that the new value has been written: 

 

To confirm that the tag now contains the new parameter values, simply press the Read Tag Params button to update the data 

displayed at the top of the screen. Setting a tag’s beacon period to 0 will cause the tag to cease beaconing until such time as 

it is set back to valid period. This is useful for conserving battery life when the tags will not be used for a period of time. 

The parameters which can be set are defined in the following table. 

Command Description Parameter(s) 

BatteryVoltage 
Requests the tag to update the reported battery 
voltage 

none 

FirmwareChecksum 
Specifies the checksum to be used to confirm a 
firmware download before copying to flash 

Checksum value 

FirmwareData Downloads a new version of firmware to the tag Firmware XML file 

FirmwareErase 

Clears the buffer that is used to store the data 
for a firmware download operation. Should 
always be executed before attempting to update 
firmware on a tag 

none  
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PayloadMarkupData 
Defines the data to be included in an extended 
payload transmission 

Parameter will be created 
from selections in the 
dialog 

PayloadXmitInt 
Sets how frequently a Blink includes the payload 
data. For example a value of 5 would cause every 
fifth Blink to include the payload. 

Frequency of Payload 
(0 = no payload 
transmissions)  

RequestReset Commands the tag to perform a soft reset none 

TransmitChannel 
Sets the radio channel on which the tag 
transmits 

Radio channel 
(valid values: 2, 7, 12) 

TransmitPeriod Sets the time in seconds between blinks 
Transmit Period (secs) 
(valid values: 3-60, 0=off) 
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4. GUIDELINES FOR WIRELESS SYSTEM RANGE TESTING 

One of the most common concerns about radio based products is how far they can transmit. Unfortunately, it can be a difficult 

question to answer, as many variables are involved. Besides obvious characteristics like transmit power and receive 

sensitivity, a multitude of other factors can come into play. When testing the range of a system, it is important to control, or 

at least understand, as many of these factors as possible. Otherwise, results can be inconsistent and lead to more confusion 

than before the test was performed. 

FACTORS THAT IMPACT RF RANGE: 

Many factors can impact the range that is achieved with a radio system. Some of the more significant ones which should be 

taken into account when designing a test are: 

Height of the active tag and the receive antenna. 

For the best performance the active tag and the receive antenna should both be as high 

above ground level as possible.  

Objects disrupting the line of sight will reduce performance. 

Best performance will be achieved when there are no obstacles between the transmitting 

tag and the receiving antenna. While not always practical in a real world installation, clear 

line of sight should be used when characterizing or comparing radio systems. 

Metal objects (walls, storage racks, etc.) will cause reflections that can reduce performance. 

A designer must be prepared for the multipath interference caused by obstacles such as 

floors, walls, buildings and windows. For example, reinforced concrete walls introduce 

higher losses than wooden or plaster walls. Metal tinted windows are high loss barriers 

compared to un-tinted windows. 

Antenna cable length and quality can impact performance. 

Long antenna cables as well as those with high loss characteristics can skew the results 

making it seem as though the radio system has performed more poorly than it actually 

has. Using good quality cables, kept as short as reasonably possible, will help ensure the 

best results. 

Outdoor testing in open spaces will yield better results than indoors. 

Most outdoor locations will have some obstacles, but add to this the complexities of an 

office or industrial environment and the testing can become significantly more difficult. 

The RF environment is constantly changing as laptop computers move about and cordless 

phones, handheld radios or even microwave ovens are operated. Doors open and close, 

office equipment is turned on and off, equipment is moved, and so on. 
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MAXIMIZING OUTDOOR RF PERFORMANCE 

1) Tag and receive antenna should be located as high above ground as possible. 

2) Choose a test location that is open, flat, and free of metal objects, obstructions and buildings. 

3) Outdoor line of sight will yield the best performance. 

4) To obtain maximum performance, directional antennas with gain must be used. 

5) Long antenna cables or cables with high loss characteristics will reduce performance. 

 

MAXIMIZING INDOOR RF PERFORMANCE 

1) Indoor RF performance will always be less than outdoor performance. 

2) Minimize obstructions in the RF path. 

3) Metal objects, walls, storage racks etc. will cause reflections that can reduce performance. 

4) Tag and receive antenna should be mounted as high as possible. 

5) To obtain maximum performance, directional antennas with gain must be used. 

6) Long antenna cables or cables with high loss characteristics will reduce performance. 
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5. FCC AND INDUSTRY CANADA STATEMENTS 

FCC Compliance 

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 

(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including 

interference that may cause undesired operation. 

Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of 

the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment 

is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 

installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 

Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user will be required 

to correct the interference at his own expense. 

 

Industry Canada Compliance 

This device complies with Industry Canada license-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is subject to the following two 

conditions: 

(1) this device may not cause interference, and 

(2) this device must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the device. 

 

Le présent appareil est conforme aux CNR d'Industrie Canada applicables aux appareils radio exempts de licence. 

L'exploitation est autorisée aux deux conditions suivantes : 

(1) l'appareil ne doit pas produire de brouillage, et 

(2) l'utilisateur de l'appareil doit accepter tout brouillage radioélectrique subi, même si 

lebrouillage est susceptible d'en compromettre le fonctionnement. 

Under Industry Canada regulations, this radio transmitter may only operate using an antenna of a type and maximum (or 

lesser) gain approved for the transmitter by Industry Canada. 

To reduce potential radio interference to other users, the antenna type and its gain should be so chosen that the equivalent 

isotropically radiated power (e.i.r.p.) is not more than that necessary for successful communication. 

Conformément à la réglementation d'Industrie Canada, le présent émetteur radio peut fonctionner avec une antenne d'un 

type et d'un gain maximal (ouinférieur) approuvé pour l'émetteur par Industrie Canada. 

Dans le but de réduire les risques de brouillage radioélectrique à l'intention desautres utilisateurs, il faut choisir le type 

d'antenne et son gain de sorte que lapuissance isotrope rayonnée équivalente (p.i.r.e.) ne dépasse pas l'intensité 

nécessaire à l'établissement d'une communication satisfaisante.  
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This radio transmitter 10336A-VIEW4 has been approved by Industry Canada to operate with the antenna types listed below 

with the maximum permissible gain and required antenna impedance for each antenna type indicated. Antenna types not 

included in this list, having a gain greater than the maximum gain indicated for that type, are strictly prohibited for use with 

this device. 

Le présent émetteur radio (identify the device by certification number, or model number if Category II) a été approuvé par 

Industrie Canada pour fonctionner avec lestypes d'antenne énumérés ci-dessous et ayant un gain admissible maximal et 

l'impédance requise pour chaque type d'antenne. Les types d'antenne non inclus dans cette liste, ou dont le gain est supérieur 

au gain maximal indiqué, sont strictement interdits pour l'exploitation de l'émetteur. 
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6. CUSTOMER SUPPORT 

Information about Omni-ID’s complete line of RFID products can be found on our website: www.omni-id.com.  

Additional support is available by phone: +1 (585) 713-1000 or email: support@omni-id.com. 
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